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Executive Summary 
 

The southeast British Columbia Shag creek area 2D seismic line project undertaken in October 2021 

leveraged state-of-the-art technology, modern seismic theory, and best practices to successfully image 

Cambrian sedimentary geology along the Albert Forestry Road.   

Within the produced seismic sections, multiple anomalies that are hypothesized to contain lead and zinc 

mineralization were identified for further exploration.  Additionally, the seismic imaging provided much 

needed insight in to deeper regional geology and depositional settings.   

Moreover, the seismic results show a high degree of correlation with a previously completed Induced 

Polarisation exploration within the same area.  Independent validation of seismic and chargeability 

properties encouraged the author to recommend further exploratory activities. 

 

Introduction 
 

Background 
 

The Bonanza Mining Corporation (Bonanza) has undertaken a Geophysical investigation of their Shag 

property in southeast British Columbia.  The investigation has been designed with two phases and 

multiple exploration techniques.  Detailed maps including a general area map and Shag property claims 

are included in Appendix 1. 

Phase 1 consisted of an Induced Polarization (IP) survey and a 2D reflection seismology line (seismic).  

Phase 2 will be contingent on Phase 1 results, but is proposed to include additional IP, diamond drilling 

and possibly expanded seismic data analysis. 

The focus of this report is to summarize the seismic component of Phase 1, with a brief joint analysis of 

the IP results. 
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Program Description 
 

Eagle Canada Seismic Services ULC (Eagle) was retained by Bonanza to manage the seismic data 

acquisition for this project.  Seismic data analysis was then sub-contracted to Panther Geoscience 

(Panther).  All the summaries, visual outputs, technical review, results, and opinions expressed in this 

report are products of Panther’s analysis. 

The seismic data acquired for this project was acquired exclusively along the Albert River Forestry Road 

(AFR) over a section of the Shag property of immediate interest to Bonanza.  The dataset is of the 2D 

type, and extends approximately 7 linear kilometers.  In order to successfully acquire high quality 

seismic data for this project, a two-day window of suspended AFR traffic was granted to Eagle in 

October 2021.  Data was acquired within the allotted time without incident and under favorable field 

conditions.  Final data analysis began in November 2021.  The final 2D seismic line is referred to as SHAG 

2021-1 2D. 

Please refer to Appendix 2 for the geographic location of SHAG 2021-1 2D acquisition activity in relation 

to Shag claim properties and legacy Rio Tinto geological interpretation. 

 

Seismic Program 
 

Seismic Acquisition 
 

Components 
 

Seismic data acquired along the AFR consisted of two major equipment components.   

The first major equipment component is the recording apparatus.  The recording apparatus used in this 

project was a robust industry proven wireless system consisting of a single component (P-wave) 

geophone linked to a solid-state data storage module and a lithium-ion battery.  This recording system is 

officially known as the “Geospace GSX”.   

These wireless systems were placed/planted immediately adjacent to the road at 10 meter intervals.  

They were not placed on the road to enable Eagle personnel and vehicles to travel along the AFR 

unhindered.  An image of the recording apparatus is included in Appendix 3. 

The second major component was the energy source.  The source used in this project is referred to as a 

Vibroseis (Vibe) and is the global standard for reflection seismology.  A Vibe is a large wheeled vehicle 

with a large centralised baseplate that contacts the ground surface.  This baseplate is then driven up and 

down with an approximate 20-tonne force precisely controlled by hydraulics matching a pre-determined 

digital input signal.  The particular model used on this project was the “IVI ATS 60”.   
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Vibes provide distinct advantages over a multitude of other seismic sources which include but are not 

limited to minimal environmental impact, flexibility, rapid deployment, statistical noise attenuation, 

drastically cheaper cost per source point and geographic tunability.  The single Vibe involved on this 

project was moved along the AFR and would stop at 10 meter intervals to drop the baseplate and 

deliver a mechanical signal. 

Images detailing the Vibe in operation are included in Appendix 3. 

 

Parameters 
 

Based on Panther’s discussions with Bonanza regarding geological regime, project goals, and available 

supporting data, it was determined that high quality data from near surface to basement would be 

necessary for project success.   

Specifically, with the lack of sonic slowness wireline logs to generate synthetic seismograms for depth-

time correlation, it was necessary to use lithological outcrops information along the 2D seismic line for 

depth and lithological calibration.  Therefore, it was of utmost important to get first reflections as near 

surface as economically possible.  To achieve first reflections of acceptable depth for outcrop 

correlation, while adhering to project budgetary constraints a minimum shot-receiver offset (Xmin) of 5 

meters was utilized. 

Furthermore, due to the minimum project goal of imaging lithology in excess of 2,000 meters below 

surface, shot-receiver offsets of an equivalent 2,000 meters would be required to achieve full fold 

processing at these target depths.  Fortunately, Eagle could mobilize enough geophones to ensure a live 

recording spread in excess of the 2,000 meter threshold. 

Due to the relatively large-scale target geological units, it was determined that ultra-high resolution 

achieved through ultra high frequency content would not be required.  This provided the opportunity to 

design a slightly more moderate Vibe input signal (sweep) in both the time and frequency domains.  

Modeling of this moderate sweep indicated that good quality data could be achieved while meeting 

operational and budgetary goals.  For these reasons, max sweep frequency content was limited to 150 

hertz over a 15 second interval. 

Another major consideration in parameter selection was source spacing.  Modern seismic theory and 

practical application has demonstrated high source density is the single most powerful method for 

improving imaging quality.  For this reason, the project leveraged the fortuitous ability of Vibes to 

deliver high source density at an economic price.   
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A summary of acquisition parameters, are provided in the table below. 

 

Please refer to Appendix 4 for an example raw shot gather of SHAG 2021-1 2D. 

 

Seismic Processing 
 

The seismic processing of the SHAG 2021-1 2D seismic line was completed by Earth Signal Processing 

under the supervision of Panther Geoscience. Processing of this dataset aimed to reduce near surface 

noise while preserving and enhancing structural elements.  This was achieved with a modern pre-stack 

time migration flow (PSTM).  Please refer to Appendix 5 for a definition of PSTM. 

Due to the unconsolidated and variable nature of the near surface consisting of glacial till, scree, and 

road fill on and adjacent to the AFR, consistent source coupling and source induced noise was of 

concern.  At the processing stage considerable effort was applied to removing high and low frequency 

artifacts not deemed to be useful signal.   

Once noise scrubbed structure gathers were achieved, Kirchhoff time migration was applied individually 

to each gather.  Once all the structure gathers had been migrated individually using uniquely derived 

stacking velocities, the migrated gathers were then stacked to create the final multi-fold sections.  The 

greatest advantages to migrating individual gathers is the preservation of structural elements and the 

enhancement of lithological contacts and edges. 

As a final step, the preferred stacked sections had a time variant spectral whitening applied to 

boost/recover subdued frequencies within the target bandwidth, ultimately improving the final 

resolution of the images.  

A more detailed view of the processing flow can be found in the EBCDIC header located in Appendix 6. 

Another major consideration of the processing was the correct selection of common source-receiver 

midpoints (CMPs) in and around the large bend of the AFR.  As basic seismic theory suggests, the bulk of 

seismic reflection initiates from the linear midpoint between the source and receiver.  Therefore, as the 

acquisition geometry deviates from linearity along the bending AFR, seismic reflections no longer reside 

within the plane of the AFR.  To compensate for this effect and place CMPs as close to the AFR plane 

while preserving decent levels of noise cancelling fold, a maximum 1,200-meter offset was maintained.  

SHAG 2021-1 2D PARAMETERS  

Receiver Interval (RI)  10 meters 

Receiver Type Geospace GS-One 10 Hertz/single array 

Source Interval (SI) 10 meters 

Source Type IVI ATS 60 VIBROSEIS 

Sweep (Range/Length/Type/Peak Force/Number) 6-150 Hertz/15 seconds/Linear/40,000 pounds/1 

Spread Offset 2410 – 10 * 10 – 2390 meters 

Common Midpoint Interval (CMP)  5 meters 

Total Length 6,987.5 meters 
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Therefore, the final processed seismic line no longer perfectly parallels the original acquisition geometry 

as midpoints are selected using the above criteria. 

A CMP map delineating the halo of CMPs around the AFR and the final processed geometry versus the 

acquisition geometry to illustrate this effect are located in Appendix 7. 

SHAG 2021-1 2D final processed endpoints are listed below. 

 

 

 

 

            

Seismic Interpretation 
 

Final Stack 
 

A number of final PSTM sections were produced of both filtered and un-filtered types.  After 

considerable review of frequency content, qualitative imaging quality, zone of interest reflection 

coherency, and maximum useful signal depth, a single PSTM section version was chosen as the primary 

interpretation element and was used as the framework for any attribute extraction and depth 

conversion.  This section is of the bandpass filtered type with time variant spectral whitening (TVSW).  

Please refer to Appendix 8 for a definition of TVSW.  

There is approximately 3.500 seconds of two-way time (TWT) usable signal available in the complete 5 

second record. 

The complete and uninterpreted PSTM section is available in Appendix 9. 

 

Depth Conversion 
 

Once the final stack was chosen, horizon and fault/lithological contact selection was required to 

correlate major geological elements with seismic events.  However, in the absence of calibrating 

wireline sonic slowness logs, accurately correlating the two-way time (TWT) section with theoretical 

geological contacts provided by literature and the client would lack precision.  Therefore, the author 

applied a full section depth conversion from TWT to elevation subsea (SS) in meters using a velocity 

model derived from stacking velocities.  There is usable signal to approximately -3,000 meters subsea, or 

4,350 meters total vertical depth (TVD) from surface. 

SHAG 2021-1 2D FINAL ENDPOINTS   

UTM NAD83 ZONE 11N Easting (m) Northing (m) 

Southwest 602,017.2 5,609,617.5 

Northeast 606,269.8 5,614,564.5 
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By converting the section to depth, accuracy of major interval correlation was drastically improved 

enabling effective horizon and fault/lithological selection.  Refer to Appendix 10 for Depth section with 

selected horizons.  

Significant seismic reflectors/contacts and their correlating geological tops in elevation are summarized 

in the table below.  Please be aware the naming of the geological tops is based upon available 

interpretations; however, they are by no means final and are open to further classification.  However, 

the major seismic reflectors are significant regardless of their nomenclature. 

 

Horizon Name Approximate Max 
Elevation SS (m) 

Approximate Min 
Vertical Depth (m) 

Approximate Min 
Elevation SS (m) 

Approximate Max 
Vertical Depth (m) 

Surface 1350 NA 1250 NA 

Cathedral 1350 0 1150 100 

Mt. Whyte 800 550 500 750 

Gog Group 625 725 275 975 

Miette Group 100 1250 -525 1775 

Lower Chancellor 
Lateral Facies 

Near surface 0 750 500 

 

Seismic Attributes 
 

With major geological interfaces identified on the depth converted section, improved imaging for subtle 

geological features, qualitative identification of dolomitized breccia, improved fault imaging, and overall 

image simplification was desired. 

The oscillating polar character (peaks and troughs) of basic seismic can provide a somewhat chaotic 

image especially under highly structured and laterally variable conditions as observed in the Shag area.  

There was concern that subtle but important components of the imaging would be overlooked.  To 

mitigate this risk, various seismic attributes were extracted for further analysis. 

The key seismic attributes identified for this task included: “Instantaneous Frequency”, “Instantaneous 

Amplitude”, “Instantaneous Phase”, “Maximum Curvature”, and “Semblance”. 

In regards to the instantaneous attributes, as their name suggests, they are a sample-by-sample 

extraction of frequency, amplitude, and phase of the seismic data.  This results in the conversion of the 

image from oscillating positive and negative values to a linear spectrum of positive values, thus 

drastically simplifying the image and highlighting major events.  The curvature and semblance attributes 

are designed to improve fault delineation and edge detection.   

After review of all the attributes, the only improvement to basic seismic imaging was the “Instantaneous 

Amplitude” section (IA SECTION).  The numerical output of this attribute is related to geological 

interface reflectivity strength and is useful for qualitatively delineating lithology, acoustic rock 

properties and bed thickness.  A detailed definition of “Instantaneous Amplitude” can be found in 

Appendix 11. 
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The IA SECTION is considered the final product for detailed interpretation at this stage of the project.  

Please refer to Appendix 12 to review the depth converted IA SECTION. 

 

Results 
 

Seismic Stratigraphy 
 

Interpretation of the high-quality imaging provided by the depth converted IA SECTION yielded 

considerable insight in to the subsurface geology of the Shag area.  Impressively, the SHAG 2021-1 2D 

has effectively imaged the major components of a multi cycle Cambrian reef environment.  The 

Cathedral interval in particular shows an excellent sequence of what is interpreted to be migrating reef 

building from the basin (Chancellor) in the west.   

The basinal deposits to the west (Chancellor) are characterised by a sequence from near surface to 

approximately 500 m vertical depth of relatively thin parallel reflectors.  Moving eastward a sub vertical 

boundary is recognized as the interface between the Chancellor basinal clastics and Cathedral 

carbonates that terminates the sequence of parallel reflectors and transitions to a more “massive” 

character with few if any long-lived coherent reflectors consistent with carbonate deposition.   

The facies immediately east of this interface is considered fore reef.  Beyond the fore reef to the east 

there are at least 3 major reef building cycles that are all characterised by very high reflectivity strengths 

(reds) and domed shaped morphology.  Greater reflector strength suggests improved dolomitization and 

possibly lead-zinc mineralization.  The reef crests are encased within a mass of incoherent low energy 

reflectors (greens) that are considered back reef deposits that migrated eastward with sea 

transgression.   

The interpreted reef crests are considered the primary targets for lead-zinc mineralization.  These 

anomalies all reside between 240 and 530 meters below surface and are referred to as A1, A2, B1.  

Please be aware “A” targets are considered higher priority than “B” targets. 

Associated with these reef crests are structural “drop down” blocks that extend up from the Mt. Whyte 

top to the Cathedral top with some subtle expression at surface.  At the base of these “drop down” 

blocks at the Mt. Whyte, there is evidence of what could be dissolution features characterised by 

circular regions with a lack of reflectors (solid green).  It is hypothesized the dissolution of the Cathedral 

base enabled the collapse of overlying geology along normal faults which subsequently provided 

conduits for mineral rich fluids to access the reef crests. 

Below the Mt. Whyte sequence there is a thick sequence of undivided lithology that is considered to be 

the Gog Group, however it is important to note that without well control to ground truth these deeper 

sequences, the aging and nomenclature are speculative.   

The upper Gog cycle contains a single high reflectivity dome shaped anomaly approximately mid section 

that may also represent a reef building event.  However, it lacks the “drop down” elements of the 
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Cathedral.  Further investigation is recommended.  This anomaly resides approximately 910 meters 

below surface and is referred to as B2. 

Below the Gog is another thick sequence of undivided lithology that is interpreted to be the Miette 

Group.  Within the section, the Miette expresses a considerable amount of structure.  Furthermore, 

there is a large very high amplitude event cutting the middle of the section with a dip of approximately 

30 degrees to the west.  Lastly, there appears to be subtle seismic reflector discontinuity along the 

dipping feature, with reflectors west of the feature offset up and east.  This combination of factors 

suggests the presence of a thrust fault within the Miette displacing the western section over the eastern 

section. 

Below the thrust faulted Miette group, the basal geology of the seismic section is unclassified at this 

time. 

The final seismic interpretation is included in Appendix 13. 

 

Anomaly Table 
 

Anomaly SP Range 
[Width (m)] 

TVD Depth Range (m) 
[Thickness (m)] 

Target UTM X (m) 
NAD83 ZONE 11N 

Target UTM Y (m) 
NAD83 ZONE 11N 

A1 1636.5 to 1584 
[490] 

280 to 530 
[250] 

602,563 5,611,866 

A2 1291 to 1195.5 
[905] 

240 to 480 
[240] 

605,084 5,613,832 

B1 1434 to 1414 

[190] 

340 to 400 
[60] 

603,682 5,612,832 

B2 1414 to 1305.5 
[1,030] 

910 to 1240 
[330] 

604,355 5,613,263 
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Seismic/IP Joint Interpretation 
 

Post seismic interpretation and stratigraphy analysis, the IP results were imported in to the seismic 

project via georeferenced maps and scale matched chargeability sections. 

A number of IP depth slices were correlated directly to equivalent depth slice “ribbons” (2D information 

projected in map form) from the seismic IA section.  Although the physical properties being compared 

are completely different, it offered the unique opportunity to independently validate the results against 

each other. 

Fortunately, there are indeed correlating anomalies found in the IP and seismic datasets positioned in 

similar geographic and depth coordinates.   Specifically, seismic anomalies A1 and B1 correlate well with 

high chargeability anomalies.  The IP anomalies are somewhat larger in scale both in width and depth 

relative to the seismic anomalies and could be attributed to the following: 

1) IP anomaly sizes and positions have been distorted by the model constructed in the IP inversion 

process.  This can be an issue of surface averaging techniques like IP. 

2) IP chargeability is detecting conductive subsurface material in and around (faults, fluid conduits) 

the seismic is not imaging due to insufficient mechanical property contrast. 

3) The non-linear nature of the seismic acquisition geometry may be causing some distortion of the 

true anomaly morphology. 

It is important to mention that seismic anomaly A2 cannot be correlated to an IP anomaly because it is 

beyond the geographic area of the original IP project.  Furthermore, anomaly B2 is near the edge of the 

original IP project and likely beyond the IP array’s depth of penetration. 

A montage summarizing Seismic and IP data correlations can be accessed in Appendix 14. 
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Summary 
 

Conclusion 
 

The SHAG 2021-1 2D seismic program generally represents a technical success.  The program was 

executed with state-of-the-art technology and best practices.  The 2D seismic line effectively imaged 

subsurface lithology from near surface to nearly 4,000 meters TVD.   

Within the upper 1,500 meters of TVD, several anomalies were identified that are worthy of further 

exploration and are within an interval of considerable interest for the mineralization of lead and zinc.  

Furthermore, some of anomalies correlate well with anomalies derived from the Phase 1 IP exploration 

project.   

Beyond the upper 1,500 meters, seismic results yielded considerable insight into regional geology, 

depositional history, and possibly deeper targets. 

Although the final interpretation is considered a robust product, it is open to modification based on the 

introduction of new data. 

 

Recommendations 
 

Despite the apparent success of the current project, several actions are recommended going forward: 

1) Expanded IP program encompassing anomaly A2 and B2. 

2) Upon successful completion of step 1, drilling confirmation of anomalies A1, A2, B1, B2. 

3) Wireline logging of any boreholes within confines of SHAG 2021-1 2D. 

a. Wireline logs should include: 

i. Sonic (Compressional) Slowness 

ii. Dipole (Shear) Sonic Slowness. 

iii. Bulk Density 

iv. Gamma Ray 

v. Density Porosity (Limestone Scale). 

vi. Neutron Porosity (Limestone Scale). 

vii. Deep Induction Resistivity. 

4) Upon successful completion of Step 3, seismic inversion and extraction of detailed rock 

properties will be possible. 

5) Explore the use of high-resolution digital elevation models (DEMs) derived from Lidar or 

equivalent methods to explore for subtle surface expression of solution collapse. 

a. Collapsed geology may contribute to faulting and fracturing and provide conduits for 

mineral rich fluid migration and ultimately enhanced deposition of lead and zinc. 

b. Upon identification of new target areas, application of IP and/or seismic recommended. 
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Appendix 1 – Area and Claims Maps 
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Appendix 2 – Seismic Line Positioning 

 
 

 

 



Appendix 2a - Seismic Line Position with Shag Claims
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Appendix 3 – Seismic Equipment and Operations 
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Appendix 4 – Seismic Shot Gather 

 



Appendix 4 - Shag Raw Shot Gather
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Appendix 5 – Pre-Stack Time Migration Definition 
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 Appendix 6 – Seismic EBCDIC Header 

 



Appendix 6 - EBCDIC HEADER
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Appendix 7 – Crooked Line CMP Positioning 

 

  



Appendix 7a - Seismic CMP Plot



Appendix 7b - Final Geometry vs. Acquisition Geometry
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 Appendix 8 – TVSW Definition 
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Appendix 9 – Final Migrated Time Section 
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 Appendix 10 – Depth Converted Seismic Section with Horizons 
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Appendix 11 – Instantaneous Amplitude Definition 
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 Appendix 12 – Depth Converted Instantaneous Amplitude Section  
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Appendix 13 – Final Interpretation 
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Appendix 14 – Seismic/IP Interpretation 

  



APPENDIX 14 — SHAG SEISMIC/IP INTERPRETATION 
February 7, 2022 

 

 

 

Seismic Instantaneous Amplitude Ribbon Overlayed on IP Chargeability 

CATHEDRAL TOP 

Mt. WHYTE TOP 

CATHEDRAL TOP 

Mt. WHYTE TOP 

Anomaly SP Range 
[Width (m)] 

TVD Depth Range (m) 
[Thickness (m)] 

Target UTM X (m) 
NAD83 ZONE 11N 

Target UTM Y (m) 
NAD83 ZONE 11N 

A1 1636.5 to 1584 
[490] 

280 to 530 
[250] 

602,563 5,611,866 

A2 1291 to 1195.5 
[905] 

240 to 480 
[240] 

605,084 5,613,832 

B1 1434 to 1414 

[190] 

340 to 400 
[60] 

603,682 5,612,832 
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Appendix 15 – Statement of Qualifications 



Appendix 15 - Statement of Qualifications 

 

I, Jeremy Church, of the city of Calgary, Province of Alberta, hereby certify that: 

 

1) I graduated from the University of Calgary (U of C) with a B.Sc. Specialization in Geophysics 

degree, a minor in Geology, and a secondary minor in Commerce from the Haskayne School of 

Business (U of C) in 2004. 

 

2) I have practiced my profession continuously from that date, with emphasis on seismology. 

 

3) I am a Professional Geophysicist (P.Geoph.) registered (#88946) in good standing with the 

Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA). 

 

4) I have no interest in Bonanza Mining Corporation, nor do I expect to receive any. 

 

 

Signed by: 

  Jeremy Church, B.Sc., P.Geoph. 

  Geophysicist 

   


